Editorial Note and Invitation

This year (2011) the Journal graduates to four Issues a year (March, June, September and December). The December Issue (14.4) will be a Special Issue on Psychology and Implicit Religion.

Next June it is intended to produce a Special Issue on Sport and Implicit Religion, in time for the London Olympics (July 27–August 8). Articles will be submitted anonymously to two referees in the usual way, with time allowed for their revision. So Articles (and Book Reviews – or “Event Reviews”) and enquiries are now invited. The point of contact for the editorial sub-committee is Mike Collins (mcollins@glos.ac.uk), Visiting Professor at the Centre for Sport, Spirituality and Religion, at the University of Gloucester, U.K. Contributions to this Special Issue on Sport (15.2) should be submitted by January 1st, please.

Professor Collins is also arranging a (new) thematic stream, on Sport and Religion, at the (customary) pre-Olympic congress, which this time will take place in Glasgow, 19–24 July 2012. Enquiries about this event, and Abstracts for proposed Papers, should be sent to him as soon as possible, please.

Edward Bailey